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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a novel optimal quality adaptation algorithm for MPEG-4 fine granular scalability (FGS)
stream over wired network. Our algorithm can maximize perceptual video quality by minimizing video quality variation and
increasing available bandwidth usage rate. Under the condition that the whole bandwidth evolution is known, we design an optimal
algorithm to select layer. When the knowledge of future bandwidth is not available, we also develop an online algorithm based on
the optimal algorithm. Simulation showed that both optimal algorithm and online algorithm can offer smoothed video quality
evolution.
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INTRODUCTION
With the increasing multimedia application,
internet video streaming has become an important
research area. Delay sensitivity, high bandwidth
fluctuation at multiple time scales, and buffer size
limitation pose a great challenge for video transmission. All of these limitations make it difficult to deliver video streaming with full quality. Small time
scale bandwidth variation can be accommodated by
client buffer. Fine granular scalability (FGS) (Li,
2001) video coding algorithm is a good way to accommodate large time scale bandwidth variation. In
FGS video coding, frames are encoded in several
layers. Base layer is encoded in the least bit rate and
decoded to provide the minimum video quality. Enhancement layer has higher bit rate and can be decoded cumulatively to improve video quality. When
transmitting FGS stream, if bandwidth is in bad con*
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dition, we just deliver base layer; if bandwidth is in
good condition, enhancement layer can be transmitted.
Available bandwidth is always at variable bit rate,
while consistent video quality leads to significantly
variable bit rate. So the problem is to accommodate
the mismatch between available bandwidth variability
and encoded video variability.
In this paper, we briefly review past works in
(Kim and Ammar, 2003; Nelakuditi et al., 2000) and
then develop an algorithm for FGS streaming that
maximizes perceptual video quality through minimizing quality variation while at the same time increasing available bandwidth usage rate. The main
differences from previous algorithms (Kim and
Ammar, 2003; Nelakuditi et al., 2000) are as follows:
we give a novel equation to define maximum available buffer resource, and use it to select layer; our
algorithm can provide consistent video quality for
VBR FGS streaming, and previous algorithm (Kim
and Ammar, 2003) can be seen as its special case;
previous algorithm (Kim and Ammar, 2003) does not
consider frames buffered in client buffer and so
sometimes buffer overflow happens, but our algo-
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rithm dynamically considers the effect of buffer
consumption on buffer constraint, such that no buffer
overflow happens.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we formulate the problem. In Section 3, we review
past works and present our offline algorithm and
online algorithm. We give simulation results and
compare our algorithm with previous algorithm in
Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude this paper.

received video quality variation under bandwidth
constraints and buffer constraints. We use Eq.(1) to
describe it:
{Seij } = arg min F ( Seij , ci , Bufferj , Fi j ),
Select

where {Se} is the set of Se, 1≤i≤K, 1≤j≤L, i∈Z, j∈Z.
We use AQT (average quality transition) (Kim
and Ammar, 2003) and ARL (average run length)
(Nelakuditi et al., 2000) to measure quality variation:

PROBLEM FORMULATION
The objective of smoothing quality is to make
the variation of received video quality as small as
possible. When formulating this problem, we consider the video sequence as a discrete-time model at
frame level. Each time slot is the time needed to decode one frame. At every time slot, what we need do
is to decide which layer to transmit, while not violating bandwidth constraints and receiver buffer constraints. Before the playback at receiver, there is some
delay and some frames are stored in receive buffer.
We also assume that there is no packet loss and network delay. The notations used in this paper are listed
as follows:
Ci j : Available transmit capacity for layer j of
frame i;
Bi j : Buffer status for layer j at time slot i;
Sizeij : Buffer occupancy in the buffer for layer j

at time slot i;
MOi j : Maximum possible buffer occupancy in
the buffer for layer j at time slot i;
Fi j : The size of layer j in frame i;
Bfj: Buffer size allocated for layer j;
cij : Available bandwidth for layer j of frame i;
ci: Available bandwidth at time slot i;
Seij : Transmit decision made for layer j of frame
i. When layer is selected, Seij =Fi j and when layer is
discarded, Seij =0;

λ: The maximum possible number of frames in
receive buffer.
Now, the problem can be formulated as follows.
For a video sequence which has K frames and L layers,
find an optimal transmit decision which can minimize

(1)

AQT =

1 L K
∑∑ I j (i),
L j =1 i =1

ARL =

1 L 1
∑
L j =1 T j

(2)

Tj

∑ n ( p),
p =1

j

(3)

where Ij(i)=1, if there is quality transition, i.e., layer j
of both frame i and frame i+1 is not selected or selected at the same time; Ij(i)=0, otherwise. Tj is quality
transition number of layer j; nj(p) is frame number
between two consecutive quality transitions at layer j.
We quantize the objective of minimizing quality
transition, to minimize which, we have to minimize
AQT and maximize ARL.

SMOOTHING ALGORITHM
Some algorithms (Kim and Ammar, 2003; Nelakuditi et al., 2000) have been proposed to smooth
quality for FGS streaming. Algorithm in (Nelakuditi
et al., 2000) uses bi-directional optimal layer selection to maximize perceptual quality. The forward scan
can be seen as a step that identifies the end of each run
and the minimal number of runs. The backward scan
extends each run towards the front of the run while
maximizing residual buffer made available to higher
layer. But the algorithm is proposed for CBR video, it
has no effect on VBR video. Algorithm in (Kim and
Ammar, 2003) is more sophisticated and proposed to
adapt VBR video quality. It uses cumulative bandwidth resource and buffer to select layer to deliver.
According to this algorithm, cumulative bandwidth
capability is calculated by the following equation:

Cu j [i ] = min( S j [i − 1] + Bf j , C j [i − 1] + cij ),

(4)
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where Cuj[i] is the cumulative bandwidth capability
for layer j at time slot i, Sj[i] is the cumulative selected
i

data defined by ∑ Sekj . In fact, the equation assumes
k =1

that there is only one frame in the buffer. When there
are several frames in the buffer and bandwidth is in
good condition, the available cumulative bandwidth
capability should be
Cu j [i ] = min( S j [i − 1] + Bf j − B j , C j [i − 1] + ci ), (5)
j

where Bj is the size of frames in buffer j. In such case,
the result from Eq.(4) will lead to buffer overflow.
In order to overcome such drawback, we propose
a novel quality smoothing algorithm for MPEG-4
FGS stream. In our algorithm, the video stream used
for analysis is a scalable VBR stream with three layers: base layer, FGS layer, and FGST layer. The receiver has three buffers to store the data from base
layer, FGS layer, and FGST layer respectively. Before the start of playback, the receiver stores some
frames in the buffer.
Preliminaries
In order to simplify the problem, we assume that
both send order and receive order of the packets are
the same as the decode order at the client. Layer selection of frame i is denoted by transmit decision
{Seij , 1≤j≤L, 1≤i≤K}. At the end of every time slot i,
we will record receive buffer status {Bi j , 1≤j≤L,
1≤i≤K} of buffers allocated for base layer, FGS layer,
and FGST layer. It is an array, where stored data order
is the same as the decode order, i.e., Bi j (1) is the data
which will be decoded in buffer j at time slot i+1. At
the end of every time slot i, element Bi j (m) in buffer
j is the size for layer j of frame i+m, if layer j is selected, Bi j (m) = Fi +j m ; if layer j is discarded, Bi j (m) = 0.
So, we can get Bi j (m) = Seij+ m . Given {Bi j (m)}, we can
calculate the whole occupancy of buffer j at the end of
time slot i as Sizeij = ∑ Bi j (m). And we can derive Bi j
m

from Bi j−1 as follows:

Bi (k ) = B (k + 1), 1 ≤ k ≤ λ − 1, k ∈ ], Bi (λ) = Sei . (6)
j

j
i −1

j

j
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At every time slot i, the channel provides
available bandwidth ci, if all of the layers below layer
j are selected to transmit, the available bandwidth
j −1

cij for layer j is c j − ∑ Fi n . In order to avoid buffer
n =1

overflow, we define available transmit capacity Ci j
for layer j of frame i as follows:
Ci j = min{cij , Bf j + Bi j−1 (1) − Sizeij−1}.

(7)

The second item in the above equation can guarantee
that buffer overflow will not happen.
While not violating bandwidth constraint and
buffer constraint, we define maximum possible buffer
occupancy MOi j of buffer j at the end of time slot i.
MOi j can be seen as buffer resource of buffer j at the

end of time slot i+1. If MOi j increases, it means that
there are more buffer resources, and we can transmit
more data to receiver; If MOi j decreases, it means
that there are less buffer resources, and we should
transmit less data to receiver.
MOi j = min{Bf j , MOi −j 1 − Bi j−1 (1) + Ci j }.

(8)

Algorithm
Algorithm 1 gives the details of offline quality
smoothing algorithm. Before the start of playback, we
let receiver store λ frames {B0j , 1≤j≤3} in the buffer.
If layer j of previous frame is selected, layer j of current frame is selected only when MOi j ≥ Tempij (at line
13). Tempij is a temporary variable, which is the
buffer occupancy when layer j of frame i is selected.
This can be explained that when maximum possible
buffer occupancy is more than current buffer occupancy, we can utilize more buffer space and so we can
select layer to transmit. If layer j of previous frame is
not selected, layer j of current frame will not be selected until MOi j = Bf j and Sizeij−1 = 0 (at line 19).
This can be explained that in order to minimize quality transition, we accumulate buffer resource. When
MOi j = Bf j and Sizeij−1 = 0, the available buffer resource is the maximum, the expected run will be the
maximum. Now, we will prove this point.
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Proof
We assume that a discard phase starts at t0
and ends at t0+m−1. Then a select phase starts at t0+m
and ends at t0+m+n−1. We now prove that when
MOt0j + m = Bf j and Sizet0j + m −1 = 0, the run for discard
phase will be the maximum, that is, n is the maximum.
Consider selecting run n′ when MOt0j + m = a and
Sizet0j + m −1 = b. At time slot t0+m+n′, maximum buffer
occupancy is equal to current buffer occupancy:
MOt0j + m + n′ = Sizet0j + m + n′ .

(9)

From Eq.(7), we can get
MOt0j + m + n′ = MOt0j + m −

t0 + m + n′ −1

∑

k = t0 + m

t0 + m + n′

∑

Bkj (1) +

k = t0 + m +1

Ckj . (10)

3. for j=1 to L
4. for i=1 to K
Ci j = min{cij , Bf j + Bi j−1 (1) − Sizeij−1}
5.
6.

MOi j = min{Bf j , MOi j−1 − Bi j−1 (1) + Ci j }

7.

Tempij = Sizeij−1 − Bi j−1 (1) + Fi j

8.

if Seij−1 = Fi −j 1

9.

if MOi j ≥ Tempij , Seij = Fi j

10.

else, Seij = 0

11.
12.
13.

end if
else
if MOi j = Bf j and Sizeij−1 = 0, Seij = Fi j
else, Seij = 0

14.
15.
16.
17.

end if
end if
cij +1 = cij − Seij

18.

Bi j (k ) = Bi j−1 (k + 1), 1 ≤ k ≤ λ − 1, Bi j (λ ) = Seij

19.

Sizeij = ∑ Bi j (m)

λ

m =1

And buffer occupancy at time slot t0+m+n′ can be
Sizet0j + m + n′ = Sizet0j + m −

t0 + m + n′ −1

∑

k = t0 + m

Bkj (1) +

t0 + m + n′ −1

∑

k = t0 + m

Fk j . (11)

From Eqs.(7)~(9), we can have
MOt0j + m + n′ − Sizet0j + m + n′ =

t0 + m + n′ −1

∑

k = t0 + m

Fk j −

t0 + m + n ′

∑

k = t0 + m +1

Ckj , (12)

if we write it in continuous function, we can get
a−b = ∫

t0 + m + n′ −1

t0 + m

Ft j dt − ∫

t0 + m + n′

t0 + m +1

Ct j dt = n′( F j − C j ),

(13)
where F j and C j is the average size of Fk j and Ckj .
Because 0≤b≤a≤Bfj, we get
n′ =

Bf j − 0
Bf j
a−b
≤ j
= j
= n.
j
j
j
F −C
F −C
F −Cj

Algorithm 1

(14)

Offline quality smoothing algorithm

1. Procedure offline algorithm (ci , Bf j , B0j , Fi j , λ );
λ

1≤i≤K, 1≤j≤L;

j
0

m =1

j
0

j
0

Offline algorithm is based on the complete
knowledge of bandwidth evolution. However, when
we implement online algorithm, the future bandwidth
is unavailable. So we need to predict bandwidth, then
the predicted bandwidth is used to guide the online
algorithm. Although the performance of online algorithm depends on predicted bandwidth, this paper
cares about the efficiency of our quality smoothing
algorithm. Therefore, we assume that predicted
bandwidth is reliable. The framework of online algorithm is similar to the counterpart of offline algorithm.
Detailed algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2. The
main differences between online algorithm and offline algorithm are that (1) online algorithm uses predicted bandwidth to select layer (line 4); (2) offline
algorithm receives buffer update (lines 20~21 in Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2

Online quality smoothing algorithm

1. Procedure online algorithm (ci , Bf j , B0j , Fi j , λ );
λ

2. Initialization ci1 = ci , Size0j = ∑ B0j (m), MO0j = Size0j , where
m =1

2. Initialization c = ci , Size = ∑ B (m), MO = Size , where
1
i

20. end for
21. end for
22. end procedure

j
0

1≤i≤K, 1≤j≤L;
3. for i=1 to K
4. predict_bandwidth( cij )
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for j=1 to L
Ci j = min{cij , Bf j + Bi j−1 (1) − Sizeij−1}

7.

MOi j = min{Bf j , MOi j−1 − Bi j−1 (1) + Ci j }

8.

Tempij = Sizeij−1 − Bi j−1 (1) + Fi j

9.

if Seij−1 = Fi −j 1

10.

if MOi j ≥ Tempij , Seij = Fi j

11.

else, Seij = 0

12.
13.
14.

end if
else
if MOi j = Bf j and Sizeij−1 = 0, Seij = Fi j

15.

else, Seij = 0

16.
17.
18.

end if
end if
cij +1 = cij − Seij

19.
20.

end for
Bij (k ) = Bij−1 (k + 1), 1 ≤ k ≤ λ − 1, Bij (λ) = Seij , 1 ≤ j ≤ L

21.

Sizei = ∑ Bi ( m), 1 ≤ j ≤ L
j

λ

state. In order to evaluate our algorithm, we first
compare our algorithm with the algorithm in (Kim
and Ammar, 2003). Fig.3 shows the performance of
our offline algorithm (λ=1) and the offline algorithm
in (Kim and Ammar, 2003).
From the figure, we can see that when the
maximum possible number of frames in receiver
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22. end for
23. end procedure

SIMULATION RESULTS
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In this section, we show results of experiment
which evaluate our quality smoothing algorithm. We
use ns-2 (Http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/) to set up
simulation experiment. Fig.1 gives the topology of
the simulation experiment. In order to simulate the
realistic network bandwidth, we set a flow between
Node 4 and Node 7 as a compound flow with selfsimilar characteristics. Flow between Node 5 and
Node 8 is TFRC stream. Flow between Node 3 and
Node 6 is TCP stream, whose throughput will be
recorded to do simulation.
MPEG-4 FGS encoded stream of a river running
through it is used in these experiments, and you can
find its trace in (Http://www.cc.gatech.edu/computing/
Telecomm/people/Phd/tkim/qa.html). The encoded
stream has three layers: base layer, FGS layer, and
FGST layer. Every layer is encoded in variable bit
rate. A GOP includes 12 VOPs and there are 2 GOPs
in 1 s. The whole size of receive buffer is set to be 600
kB. It is divided into three buffers for base layer, FGS
layer, and FGST layer in the ratio of 0.04, 0.32, and
0.64 respectively. Bandwidth variability of TCP
stream is shown in Fig.2. Small time scale variability
is significant as much as about 2 Mbps in the steady
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Fig.3 VOP selection of offline algorithm. (a) Offline
algorithm in (Kim and Ammar, 2003); (b) Our offline
algorithm
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buffer is 1, both algorithms achieve the same result.
AQT and ARL for both algorithms are 24.3 and 450.4
respectively. Previous algorithm in (Kim and Ammar,
2003) can be seen as a special case of our algorithm
when λ=1. Fig.4 gives the buffer occupancy comparison between our algorithm and the algorithm in
(Kim and Ammar, 2003) when λ=4. In Fig.4, straight
line means allocated buffer size for some layer. From
the graph, we can see that previous algorithm in (Kim
and Ammar, 2003) will lead to buffer overflow while
there is no buffer overflow in our algorithm. The
reason for buffer overflow in the previous algorithm
is that it does not consider dynamic buffer consumption process and the effect of present buffer occupancy on layer selection. Under the same network
environment, we conduct online algorithm. Fig.5
gives the layer selection of three layers for online
algorithm. In Fig.5, there is almost no quality transition in base layer and FGS layer. Because the residual
bandwidth is no enough, a lot of VOPs of FGST layer
are discarded. AQT and ARL for online algorithm are
37.7 and 800.8 respectively.

Base
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CONCLUSION
We have investigated the adaptive layer selection of FGS streaming over TCP connection. In this
paper, we design offline algorithm for full knowledge
of bandwidth evolution and online algorithm without
knowledge of bandwidth evolution. Through simulation, we can see that our algorithm can minimize AQT
and maximize ARL, so as to achieve smooth video
quality. Comparison of our algorithm with previous
algorithm revealed that the previous algorithm can be
seen as a special case of our algorithm when λ=1.
Meanwhile, because we have dynamically considered
the effect of buffer consumption on buffer constraint,
our algorithm avoids buffer overflow which often
happens in the previous algorithm when λ≠1. In the
future, we plan to add some other feedback mechanism to improve our algorithm.
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